It is shown that the decision problem regarding the membership of a point in the capacity region of a packet radio network is NP-hard.
I. INTRODUCTION
A packet radio network (PRN) is a collection of geographically distributed and possibly mobile users which share a common radio channel for exchanging messages among each other. Among the distinctive features of a PRN are the burstiness of message traffic and the fact that not all users are necessarily within the line of sight of one another. PRNs present problems which are different in nature and more difficult than those encountered in wire or satellite networks, [1]- [4] . For a complete survey of the issues concerning PRNs, we refer to [1] .
We are interested here mainly in the capacity region of a PRN which is defined as the set of all origin-to-destination (o-d) message rates that are achievable via any arbitrary protocol. (This definition will be made more precise in the next section; we should note however that the term capacity is not used in the information theoretical sense.) We show that the problem of determining whether a given point belongs to the capacity region of a PRN is NP-hard. This implies that there exists no polynomial time algorithm for determining the feasibility of a set of o-d rates unless there exist polynomial time algorithms for a large class of well-known combinatorial problems such as CLIQUE, 3-COLORABILITY etc., which have resisted such solutions despite many efforts.
Our analysis is based on time-division-multi-access (TDMA) schemes for which conditions for the feasibility of desired rates can be expressed as a linear program. The end result however is entirely general and does not depend on the use of TDMA schemes at all.
II. A PRN MODEL
We represent a PRN by a directed graph G=(N,A) such that for each user of the network there is one and only one node in N and there exists a link (a,b) in A iff node b is within the transmission range of node a.
Messages in a PRN are transmitted in the form of varible length packets. We assume that at any time at most one packet can be sent over any link. When a node sends a packet to one of its neighboring nodes, because of the broadcast property of the network, this packet reaches all the neighboring nodes whether or not each one of them is an intended receiver. For clarity, we say that a packet is transmitted over link (a,b) iff that packet is transmitted by node a and node b is an intended receiver. As a final simplifying assumption, each link in the network will have the same capacity. Link traffic rates will be normalized with respect to this capacity so that 0 < < t for any feasible ~. With no loss of generality, we can consider variable slot length TDMA schemes in which each transmission vector is used only once in a frame. We let x. > 0 be the slot length of time in a frame for which 1transmission vector is used. Also with no loss of generality, we let transmission vector t. is used. Also with no loss of generality, we let the frame length to be 1. Clearly, f is feasible under TDMA iff 1 > min l1x subject to Tx = f and x > 0.
The fact that the TDMA-f-feasibility problem can be formulated as a linear program does not directly guarantee its solution in time polynomially bounded in L because, as we have shown, the number of columns of T need not be bounded polynomially in L even when only maximal transmission vectors are counted.
Before giving the complexity results about the feasibility problems, we need to define them in a more precise way.
A TDMA scheme is a three-tuple <G,T,x> where G is a PRN, T is the transmission matrix of G and x is a column K-vector such that l'x < 1 and x > 0.
FF (TDMA-f-feasibility problem)
Instance: <G,f> where G is a PRN and f is a column L-vector (one element for each link) with 0 < f < 1.
Question: Does there exist a TDMA scheme <G,T,x> such that Tx = f?
RF (r-feasibility problem)
Instance: <G,r> where G is a PRN and r is a non-negative column vector with one element for each o-d pair in G.
Question: Is it true that rGC(G) where C(G) is the capacity region of PRN G?
The main result is the following:
The proof is given in the appendix. NP-hardness of RF follows easily from the NP-completeness of FF and section 2 of the appendix containing this proof can be read independently.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND SOME EXTENSIONS
For their proper and efficient operation, PRNs need fast and reliable algorithms that can adapt to changes in data traffic and network topology.
In this respect,it is discouraging to see that some of the most fundamental problems about PRNs are intractable even in their simplest forms. In fact,
it can further be shown that not even approximate solutions can be obtained in polynomial time for FF and RF, unless similar polynomial time algorithms exist for the CLIQUE problem, which is an extensively studied problem for which no such approximation algorithm is known, [5] , [p].
Intractability of FF and RF prevails also in cases where slots are constrained to be greater than a fixed length in duration ( i.e. x =O or xi> c for some constant c ) or fixed in size ( i.e. xi=0 or xi=c for some constant c ). For proofs and other extensions of the above results, we refer to [5] .
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APPENDIX
Notation.
We use a shorthand notation for the cartesian product of an arbitrary set V and an index set I which requires some explanation. For xcV, i6I, we denote (x,i)e VxI by x. and denote {(x,i) : xCV) by V i = x i : xEV}.
We refer to V. as the ith copy of V. In Figure A2 , G 2 is shown as an example for a small graph G. Note that (N 1 ,All) and (N 2 ,A 22 ) are complete directed graphs. If we regard G and G 2 as PRNs, then it can be seen that whenever (x,y) and (u,v) are nonconflicting links in G, (xlyl) and (u 2 ,v 2 ) are non-conflicting in G 2 .
-13- are related as follows:
; (x,y)eC xy 0
; otherwise, The algorithm is illustrated in Figure A4 .
Lemma 6. Let <G,f> and <G',r'> be the input and the output of Algorithm A3, respectively. Then, <G,f> is a YES instance of FF iff <G',r'> is a YES instance of RF.
-18-Proof. Suppose <G,f> is a YES instance of FF. Since r' = 0 for all xy (x,y)~A', each packet can be transmitted directly from its origin to its destination. Let this be our routing rule for <G',r'>. The resulting link traffic rates satisfy f' = r' for all (x,y)cA'. xy xy
Let S' be a transmission set of G' containing no links of the form (a,y) or (x,a) for some node aGNCN'. Then S'U{(al,a2)} is a transmission set of G'. In this way the transmission sets of G used by the TDMA scheme under which f is feasible can be augmented to yield a TDMA scheme for G' under which f' is feasible.
Suppose <G',r'> is a YES instance of RF. Since R' + R' = 1 and a a 1 R' + R' = 1 for all asNCN', sending each packet directly from its origin a a 2 to its destination is the only routing rule under which r' can be feasible. 
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